Our Agenda for Tuesday’s meeting will include:

1. Announcements
   - I’ve attached two flyers announcing mandatory orientation meetings for upcoming Student Teachers that you can share with your students and post on D2L

2. Work groups addressing Section 5: Discussion & Plan of the Inquiry Brief
   - Our homework assignment for Tuesday is in green font below.

The latest draft of our Inquiry Brief is attached including all the work done you contributed last week. Please look over your section to make sure we have things on the right track and let me know if any changes are needed.

Our task this week is focused on Section 5: Discussion & Plan. There are two main components to Section 5 ... Part 1 will be the place where, by Claim, we do our best to make meaning of the data from each Assessment. Part 2 will be the place where we specify our data-based areas for improvement and our plans for how we proceed.

To tackle this very important task, prior to the meeting please review and add to the Google Doc (aptly titled by Nigel)

CAEP Inquiry Brief Section 5 Draft - What we found and what we're doing or going to do about that

You can use this link to get to the document https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Hyur1RpzzSmdJJiqMFpJeJ2iJrxZCCNu_X-FRbO1LNk/edit?usp=sharing

The exciting part of this week’s task is that we are now able to begin the important work of taking a serious look at what we want our Program to look like and accomplish over the next 7 years. As we’ve been going through this process over the last year, we have all had ideas and suggestions for what could be changed, what needs to be changed, and innovations we’d like to see as an outcome of this work. That process now begins — as we begin to think together like Program Architects!

Please bring your laptops to Tuesday’s meeting so that we can continue to work on the Google Doc together.